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Abstract. In this paper, we present a unified feature-based theory of complement, adjunct,
and subject extraction, in which there is no need either for valence reducing lexical rules or
for phonologically null traces. Our analysis rests on the assumption that the mapping between
argument structure and valence is defined by realization constraints which are satisfied by all
lexical heads. Arguments can be realized as local dependents, in which case they are selected
via the head’s valence features. Alternatively, arguments may be realized in a long-distance
dependency construction, in which case they are selected via the head’s SLASH features. Fur-
thermore, we argue that English post-verbal adjuncts, as well as complements, are syntactic
dependents selected by the verb, thus providing a uniform analysis of complement and adjunct
extraction. Finally, we show that our analysis provides an alternative treatment of subject
extraction and we offer a new account of the that-trace effect.

1. Introduction

Feature-based analyses of filler-gap dependencies of the sort pioneered by
Gazdar (1981) make a number of strikingly correct cross-linguistic predic-
tions. Most notable among these, given that information about the ‘extracted’
element is locally encoded throughout the extraction path, is the prediction
that some natural language phenomena might be sensitive to extraction infor-
mation. By now there is considerable cross-linguistic evidence confirming
this prediction, e.g. phenomena that occur only on an extraction path, or
which are conditioned by the grammatical category of a particular extracted
element some distance away. Languages which exhibit extraction-sensitive�
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phenomena include Irish (McCloskey, 1989), Chamorro (Chung, 1998), Pa-
lauan (Georgopolous, 1985), Icelandic (Maling and Zaenen, 1978), Kikuyu
(Clements, 1984), Ewe (Collins, 1997), Thompson Salish (Kroeber, 1997),
Moore (Haik, 1990), French (Kayne and Pollock, 1978), Spanish (Torrego,
1984), and Yiddish (Diesing, 1990), with no doubt others yet to be discov-
ered.

In a feature-based analysis, such phenomena are elegantly assimilated
to local subcategorization. If phrases bear feature specifications indicating
whether or not they contain a gap and, if so, what kind of element is missing
from that phrase, then such information is locally accessible. Hence in just
the same way that a word selects for some syntactic or semantic property
of one of its arguments, it might select for an argument that is gap-free, an
argument from which something has been extracted, or even for an argument
containing a particular kind of gap.

Yet feature-based extraction analyses, admirable for their precision and
comprehensiveness, have been less than fully satisfying. Specifically, work in
Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (Gazdar et al., 1985) and Head-driven
Phrase Structure Grammar (e.g. Pollard and Sag, 1994; henceforth PS-94) has
not yet been able to provide a unified account of extraction dependencies, re-
lying instead on a number of unrelated mechanisms for complement, subject,
and adverb extraction.

For example, PS-94 (chap. 9) posit a lexical rule that removes an ele-
ment from a word’s COMPS list, adding a compensating element to its SLASH

value.1 Such ‘slashed’ verbs combine locally with one fewer complement and
pass their SLASH specification up to successively larger phrases. The slashed
verb must thus be contained within a slashed phrase that combines with a
compatible dislocated complement, as illustrated in (1):

1 Gazdar used the notation S/NP to indicate an S from which an NP element is extracted.
SLASH has thus become the standard name for the set-valued feature encoding what elements
are missing from a given constituent.
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(1)
S�

SLASH �����
NP�

LOCAL 1 �
Kim/who

S�
SLASH � 1 � �

NP

we

VP�
SLASH � 1 ���

V

know

S�
SLASH � 1 � �

NP

Dana

V�
SLASH � 1 � �

hates

In contrast, subject extraction either is not treated as extraction at all, as
in the slashless subject–VP analysis of (2a) (proposed originally by Gazdar
(1981)), or else it involves a lexical rule which applies to the verb governing
the clause from which the subject is extracted. The output of the lexical rule
is a verbal sign specified as [SLASH � NP 	 ] which selects for an unslashed
VP, as in (2b):

(2) a. S�
SLASH �
� �

NP

Who

VP�
SLASH �
� �

left
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b. (Who do you)
VP�

SLASH � 1 � �
V�

SLASH � 1 NP � �
think

VP�
SLASH ��� �

went home

Finally, PS-94 treat examples like (3a) as a combination of an adverbial
modifier and an unslashed S, while the adverb in (3b) is the filler of an ex-
traction construction whose lowest verb is slashed, courtesy of yet another
lexical rule.

(3) a. Yesterday, we drank genever.

b. Yesterday, they think we drank genever.

The PS-94 account of English extraction thus involves three unrelated lexi-
cal rules and entails a somewhat unintuitive distinction between slashed and
unslashed instances of subject or adverb extraction.

As noted by Hukari and Levine (1996a) in their review of PS-94, the
resulting system is inelegant and seems to give the wrong predictions for cer-
tain instances of parasitic gaps. To this objection, Hukari and Levine (1996b)
add the further observation that cross-linguistic evidence indicates more unity
within extraction dependencies than is embodied in the PS-94 analysis. In lan-
guages where extraction is locally registered along the extraction path, extrac-
tion of embedded subjects is indicated in the same way as extraction of other
arguments. For example, in Chamorro, where verbs bear morphology (indi-
cated as WH in the following glosses) indicating agreement with arguments
that either contain or are themselves extracted elements, we find that embed-
ded subjects and main clause subjects trigger the very same morphological
registration:2

(4) a. Hayi
who

f-um-a’gasi
WH.SU-wash

i
the

kareta
car

‘Who washed the car?’

b. Hayi
who

si
UNM

Juan
Juan

ha-sangan-i
E3S-say-DAT

hao
you

[ f-um-a’gasi
WH.SU-wash

i
the

kareta
car

]

‘Who did Juan tell you washed the car?’
2 Our assumptions about Chamorro extraction are based on those of Chung (1982, 1994),

which are challenged by Dukes (1992). For a reply to Dukes, see Chung (1998).
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c. Hafa
what

um-istotba
WH.SU-disturb

hao
you

[ ni
COMP

malagao’-na
WH.OBL-want-3SG

i
the

lahi-mu
son-your

]

‘What does it disturb you that your son wants?’

In all cases of wh-agreement we are aware of, extraction of main clause
and embedded subjects is uniformly registered. The verb morphology demon-
strated in (4) encodes the information ‘my subject either is or contains a
gap’. Facts like these suggest that the slashless, in situ analysis of matrix and
embedded subjects, suggested originally by Gazdar and adopted by PS-94, is
inconsistent with the elegant generalization that all wh-agreement phenomena
can be treated in terms of selection for slashed elements by a lexical head.

Moreover, as argued at length by Hukari and Levine (1995), adverbial
extraction is registered in many of these languages in just the same way as
complement extraction. Yet if adverbials are adjoined modifiers that select
syntactically for the phrases they modify (as is standardly assumed), then
adverb extraction involves no verb whose argument is slashed. Unless some
further ad hoc machinery is introduced, the simple generalization embod-
ied in SLASH-based extraction analyses—namely that extraction is lexically
registered as selection for a slashed argument—cannot be extended to the reg-
istration of adverb extraction. This is particularly problematic in the case of
languages such as Chamorro, where wh-agreement is unquestionably lexical
in nature.

In this paper, we offer a remedy for this apparent failing of SLASH-based
extraction analyses. We present a novel, traceless account of complement
extraction, in which there is no need for a Complement Extraction Lexi-
cal Rule. Rather, our analysis rests on the assumption (defended in Section
2) that the mapping between argument structure and valence is defined by
general constraints which apply to both unslashed and slashed lexical signs.
Section 3 introduces a constraint-based account of complement extraction
which differs from previous feature-based accounts in that it eliminates the
configurationally defined Foot/Non-local Feature Principle of Gazdar et al.
(1985) and PS-94 in favor of a lexically based constraint. While the account
we present here preserves features of Sag’s (1997) traceless analysis of ex-
traction, it differs in making no use of lexical rules to establish a relation
between unslashed lexical entries and their slashed counterparts. In addition,
we show how the present proposal handles certain constructions (such as
parasitic gaps and tough movement) that have figured prominently in earlier
discussions. We also review some of the evidence against the existence of
wh-traces.

Next, in section 4 we turn to adjuncts. There is now a significant literature
providing cross-linguistic evidence that, contrary to traditional wisdom, many
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adjuncts must be analyzed not as selecting syntactically for the phrase they
modify semantically, but rather as being selected by a lexical head in much the
same way that complements are. We follow this line of research, and argue
that in English, post-verbal adjuncts as well as complements are syntactic
dependents selected by the verb. As shown in section 5, this not only offers
a straightforward account of the fact that adjuncts may be extracted, but it
also predicts Hukari and Levine’s observation that complement and adjunct
extraction is registered uniformly in a wide range of languages.

Finally, we provide an alternative account of subject extraction which is
subsumed by our general theory of extraction. Our account of the that-trace
effect does not use anything like the Subject Extraction Lexical Rule of PS-
94. It also solves the problem (observed by Hukari and Levine, 1996a) that
extracted subjects may license parasitic gaps, a fact that is inconsistent with
proposals involving a Subject Extraction Lexical Rule (see above), which
treat sentences with extracted subjects as plain, gap-free VPs.

2. Background Assumptions

In this section, we introduce the theoretical concepts and assumptions on
which we will build our analysis of adjunction and extraction.

Foremost is the distinction between syntactic valence and selected argu-
ments, which will play a key role in the analysis of adjunction and extraction.
Selected arguments, we argue, are the elements which a lexical item truly
subcategorizes for. Following earlier work in HPSG, we represent this level as
a list-valued feature which we will call, following Manning and Sag (1998),
ARGUMENT-STRUCTURE (ARG-ST). This feature is distinct from the valence
features (SUBJ, COMPS, and SPR), which represent the local dependents of
a lexical head. Syntactic cancellation, as defined by the Valence Principle, is
relevant only for the three valence features. The relationship between selected
arguments and local dependents is expressed by means of an intermediate
level of representation, a kind of extended argument structure that we treat
via a distinct list-valued feature DEPENDENTS (DEPS). Argument structure
plays a crucial role in the definition of binding theory; the dependents list is
fundamental to the traceless analysis of extraction presented below. 3

Second, we will assume that the subcategorization properties of a lexical
item underspecify its valence properties. That is, in addition to the canonical
case, where each element on the ARG-ST list corresponds to an element on

3 This is not to say, however, that a treatment of adjuncts as complements and adjunct
extraction has to make use of DEPS. In Przepiórkowski (1999a) an analysis of adjuncts, com-
plements and adjunct extraction is presented which is to a large extent compatible with ours
but which follows Manning et al. (1999) in that it assumes a lexical rule for adding adjuncts
to ARG-ST.
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one of the valence lists and vice versa, we also allow for cases where the
relationship between ARG-ST and valence is not one to one. We will deal with
two such cases in detail below: (1) extraction is analyzed as the case where
a member of the dependency structure (the extended argument structure) of
a lexical head is not realized on any valence list and hence not realized as a
local dependent; and (2) selection of adjuncts results when an element absent
from a head’s argument structure appears both on its DEPS list and its COMPS

list. The various possible associations between ARG-ST and the valence fea-
tures, mediated by the DEPS list, are expressed by constraints on types in the
lexical hierarchy. The introduction of such constraints provides a declarative
alternative to lexical rules that is compatible with lexical architectures based
on inheritance.

2.1. SELECTED ARGUMENTS, ARGUMENT STRUCTURE, AND VALENCE

In previous versions of HPSG (Pollard and Sag, 1987; the first eight chapters
of PS-94), the feature SUBCAT played a dual role: it characterized a lexical
head’s argument structure as well as its valence, i.e. its local combinatoric
potential. In more recent work (Borsley, 1989a, 1989b; chapter 9 of PS-
94; and especially Manning and Sag, 1998), it has been argued that these
two functions should be performed by distinct features. Valence has been
reanalyzed in terms of the features SUBJ, SPR, and COMPS, while the feature
ARG-ST has been introduced to define the argument structure of lexical items
and to provide the appropriate level of representation for binding theory. In
this paper, we argue that both of these levels, together with a third level of
dependency structure (represented by the DEPS feature mentioned above)
play a role in the grammar of adjunction and extraction. Arguments for the
distinction between argument structure and valence are given below. In the
next section we will motivate the introduction of DEPS, and explain how the
relationship between the three different levels of representation can be defined
succinctly by means of relational constraints.

Valence features are defined for words as well as phrases, and define the
local combinatoric potential of these elements. Argument structure, on the
other hand, is defined only for words and is the level at which the binding
constraints apply (taking into account information about the arguments that
are ‘unified in’ through syntactic combination). Valence features are ‘can-
celed’ in syntax; as phrasal nodes do not have a value for ARG-ST, it does not
make sense to define any form of cancellation for this feature.

Valence and argument structure are clearly related, and for words, which
have both argument structure and valence features, it is tempting to simply
conflate the two notions. While this may be possible in many cases, there are
nevertheless a number of reasons to distinguish the two.
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First, the distinction between the ‘syntactic’ subject and the ‘underlying’
or ‘logical’ subject, which is relevant for the analysis of passive and ergativity
in a number of languages, requires that valence and argument structure be rep-
resented separately (Manning, 1996; Manning and Sag, 1998). For instance,
in a language such as Toba Batak, a single argument structure can be realized
using active or objective voice:4

(5) a. Mang-ida
AV-see

si
PM

Ria
Ria

si
PM

Torus
Torus

‘Torus sees/saw Ria.’

b. Di-ida
OV-see

si
PM

Torus
Torus

si
PM

Ria
Ria

‘Torus sees/saw Ria.’

As argued extensively by Kroeger (1993), the NP immediately following
the verb is syntactically an object, forming a VP with the verb. This can be
accounted for if there is a single lexically specified argument structure which
corresponds to two possible realizations of valence, one in which the first
element on ARG-ST is realized as the syntactic subject, and one in which the
second is. This analysis, together with the assumption that binding theory
applies to argument structure, accounts for the data below:

(6) a. [Mang-ida
AV-see

diri-nai]
self-his

si
PM

Torusi

Torus

‘Torusi sees/saw himselfi.’

b. [Di-ida
OV-see

si
PM

Torusi]
Torus

diri-nai

self-his

‘Torusi sees/saw himselfi.’

In (6a), the first argument Torus is realized as the subject and the second argu-
ment dirina ‘himself’ is realized as the direct object. In (6b), this is reversed:
dirina is realized as the subject and Torus is realized as the direct object.
Regardless of how the arguments are realized, however, the first element
of the argument structure is always the antecedent of the reflexive second
argument.

Another reason to keep argument structure separate from valence is that
such a distinction also seems important in providing an account of so-called
‘pro-drop’ phenomena in languages such as Spanish, where arguments which
are syntactically unexpressed nonetheless play a grammatically significant
role:

4 ‘AV’ glosses a marker of active voice; ‘PM’ glosses a proper name marker.
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(7) a.
pro

llegué
arrive-1.SG

‘I arrived.’

b.
pro

llegó
arrive-3.SG

‘He/she arrived.’

Evidence of a different kind for distinguishing argument structure and
valence comes from the literature on complement inheritance. Complement
inheritance (or argument composition) has been used to account for the word
order of German and Dutch verb complexes (Hinrichs and Nakazawa, 1994;
van Noord and Bouma, 1996), French clitic climbing (Miller and Sag, 1997),
and Japanese causatives (Manning et al., 1999), among others. As observed
by van Noord and Bouma (1996), complement inheritance is incompatible
with the notion of ‘local domain’ that is crucial for binding theory. If bind-
ing applies to argument structure, however, and complement inheritance is
defined for the valence feature COMPS only, the problem is avoided.

Finally, an essential property of our traceless extraction analysis is that
it must admit lexical signs in which only a subset of the elements on ARG-
ST are realized via the valence features. However, reconstruction effects show
that binding theory applies to all selected elements of a lexical head, irrespec-
tive of extraction. Thus, there must be a level of represetation (viz. argument
structure) where these are all visible.

We conclude that there are both theory independent considerations (erga-
tivity and pro-drop) and theory internal considerations (the elimination of
traces and the introduction of complement inheritance) which suggest that the
binding theory as formulated in PS-94 must apply to a level of representation
which is distinct from syntactic valence. This motivates the introduction of
ARG-ST as a level of representation which cannot be reduced to valence. It
also raises the issue of how the close relationship between these two levels is
best accounted for.

2.2. A CONSTRAINT-BASED ACCOUNT OF VALENCE

In this section, we argue that the introduction of an additional level of rep-
resentation need not give rise to redundancy. Furthermore, distinguishing
between argument structure and valence has the important additional benefit
that variations in the valence of a given lexical head, which previously were
accounted for by means of lexical rules, can now be accounted for by means
of constraints on the relationship between (extended) argument structure and
valence.
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For non-ergative, non pro-drop languages such as English, one might sug-
gest that argument structure can be derived from valence by means of the
constraint in (8):5

(8)

word � �� SUBJ 1

COMPS 2

ARG-ST 1 � 2

����
That is, the values of the valence features of a ‘canonical’ lexical entry,
appended to one another in the proper order, correspond exactly to the ar-
gument structure list.6 Redundancy between the two levels of representation
is avoided, since a lexical entry needs to specify only its valence properties
or its argument structure. In the latter case, the values of the features SUBJ

and COMPS follow, as long as one assumes that independent constraints will
require that the SUBJ value of a verb have exactly one element, that the SUBJ

value of a case-marking preposition will be empty, etc.
Lexical entries which do not follow this pattern could be derived by means

of lexical rules. Two lexical rules producing such ‘non-canonical’ lexical
entries are the Complement Extraction Lexical Rule of Sag (1997) and the
Adjunct Lexical Rule of van Noord and Bouma (1994) and Manning et al.
(1999). Schematic versions of these rules are given in (9):

(9) a.
�� word

SUBJ 1

COMPS 2

� ������� SUBJ 1

COMPS 2 ��� gap-ss ���
b.

�� verb

SUBJ 1

COMPS 2

� �� ���� SUBJ 1

COMPS 2 ��� ‘adverbial’ � �
The Complement Extraction Lexical Rule in (9a) removes an element from
COMPS and instantiates it as a ‘gap’ (i.e. an element of type gap-synsem (gap-
ss)). The Adjunct Lexical Rule in (9b) adds an adverbial synsem to COMPS.7

5 We will ignore the feature SPR from now on, as it plays no role in the remainder of the
paper.

6 We use A � B to denote the concatenation (or ‘append’) of the lists A and B. and A  B
to denote the list A minus the elements in B. For present purposes,  can be thought of as
interdefinable with the domain union operator ( ! ) of Reape (1994) and Kathol (1995):"

A  B # C $&% "
C ! B # A $

7 Basically, a synsem is a potential adverbial if its MOD feature is unifiable with the synsem
value of the head it modifies (i.e. the item on whose COMPS list it appears). Semantically, the
extra element acts as a modifier of the head. See van Noord and Bouma (1994), Manning et al.
(1999), and section 4 for details.
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In both cases, the resulting lexical entries exhibit a mismatch between argu-
ment structure and valence.

In the following sections we will discuss the motivation for a traceless
account of extraction and for an account of adjunction in which adjuncts are
selected by the same mechanism that is responsible for selection of com-
plements. At this point, however, we want to draw attention to the fact that
both proposals as implemented in (9) use lexical rules to derive lexical entries
which do not satisfy the constraint in (8). Note, however, that while both lexi-
cal rules nonmonotonically alter the valence properties of a lexical entry, they
only monotonically alter argument structure (the CELR instantiates an argu-
ment as gap-ss and the Adjunct LR leaves argument structure unaffected).
This suggests that the effect of such lexical rules can also be achieved by
reformulating the constraint in (8) so as to allow both canonical and non-
canonical relationships between argument structure and valence. This is the
approach we explore below.

Note first of all that the introduction of adjuncts on COMPS blurs the
distinction between adjuncts and truly selected dependents. The distinction
is relevant, if only because a lexical item needs to specify the elements for
which it selects. To preserve this distinction, we will therefore assume first
the level of ARG-ST, which contains all and only the selected arguments of a
lexical head. In addition, we introduce dependency structure as an extended
argument structure. The feature DEPS specifies the list of dependents of a
lexical head. In the case of verbs, these are the selected arguments plus an
underspecified list of adverbial synsems. The relationship between ARG-ST

and DEPS is therefore defined by means of the following constraint:

(10) Argument Structure Extension:

verb � � ARG-ST 1

DEPS 1 � list ' ‘adverbial’ ()�
Here we are concerned mainly with adjuncts of verbal heads, so the Argument
Structure Extension is assumed to be restricted to verbs. Incorporation of
adjuncts in the argument structure of nouns is used in the analysis of West
Greenlandic deverbal nouns presented in Malouf (1999).

Previous traceless accounts of extraction have employed a lexical rule for
removing elements from COMPS. Our constraint-based alternative allows one
or more gap-ss elements to be present on DEPS, but not on COMPS:

(11) Argument Realization:

word � �� SUBJ 1

COMPS 2 � list ' gap-ss (
DEPS 1 � 2

� ��
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Argument Realization defines the relationship between dependents and va-
lence, but differs from the constraint given earlier in (8) in that it allows
(non-subject) elements on DEPS that are of type gap-ss to be absent from
the COMPS list. In fact, because each member of the COMPS list must be
expressed as a sign, it follows from the fact that all signs have a canonical
SYNSEM value (see the constraint given below in (28)) that all non-subject
gap-ss elements on the DEPS list are required to be absent from the COMPS

list.
The constraints in (10) and (11) replace the lexical rules in (9). Since they

are constraints on lexical types, they impose constraints on (subparts of) the
lexicon. For instance, a simplified definition of the lexical type verb takes the
form of the partial hierarchy in (12):

(12) word�� verb

HEAD V

SUBJ � synsem �
����

�� intrans-vb

ARG-ST � NPi �
CONT * KEY * ACTOR i

� ��
�� walk

ROOT walk

CONT * KEY walk rel

� ��

��
trans-vb

ARG-ST � NPi, NP j �
CONT * KEY � ACTOR i

UNDGR j �
� ������

�� see

ROOT see

CONT * KEY see rel

� �� �� drink

ROOT drink

CONT * KEY drink rel

� ��
Verbs are a subtype of word whose HEAD value is of type v and which se-
lect for a subject. Subtypes of verb define various subcategorization types by
providing a value for ARG-ST, as well as a definition of how these arguments
contribute to the semantic content of the verb. The most specific types de-
fine individual lexemes, for which only ROOT and CONT values need to be
specified.8

8 It should be noted that the view of the lexicon presented above is in certain ways an
oversimplification. For example, the relationship between argument structure and semantics is
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All verbal lexical signs must also satisfy Argument Structure Extension
and Argument Realization. If we add this information, the ‘enriched’ lexical
entry for a transitive verb such as drink, whose ARG-ST consists of two NP
synsems, therefore is as follows:

(13)
��

verb

ROOT drink

SUBJ � 1 �
COMPS 3 � list ' gap-ss (
DEPS � 1 � � 3 ' � 2 � � list ' ‘adverbial’ (+(
ARG-ST � 1 NPi, 2 NP j �
CONT * KEY

�� drink rel

ACTOR i

UNDGR j

����

� ������������������
As both the list of gap-ss elements and the list of adverbials is underspecified
in the lexicon, this description can be satisfied by many distinct feature struc-
tures. Three possibilities are considered below. If both lists are empty, the
description simplifies to (14). Feature structures satisfying this description
must have a COMPS value containing only a direct object NP:

(14)
��

verb

ROOT drink

SUBJ � 1 NPi �
COMPS � 2 NP j �
DEPS � 1 , 2 �
ARG-ST � 1 , 2 �
CONT * KEY

�� drink rel

ACTOR i

UNDGR j

� ��

� ������������������
If the list of adverbials contains a single element and the list of gaps is empty,
the lexical description simplifies to (15):

stipulated here in the types for intransitive and transitive verbs. But, as many have observed,
there are important regularities to be captured in this domain. Such observations are not at all
incompatible with the view presented above; indeed, they can be incorporated by introducing
a more fine grained approach to subtyping of verbs. For recent HPSG analyses along these
lines see Wechsler (1995), Davis (1996), and Koenig (1999).
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(15)
��

verb

ROOT drink

SUBJ � 1 NPi �
COMPS � 2 NP j, 3 ‘adverbial’ �
DEPS � 1 , 2 , 3 �
ARG-ST � 1 , 2 �
CONT * KEY

�� drink rel

ACTOR i

UNDGR j

����

� ������������������
Feature structures satisfying this description must have a COMPS value with
two elements. Finally, if the list of gaps contains the element corresponding to
the direct object, and the list of adverbials is empty, we obtain the simplified
description in (16):

(16) ��

verb

ROOT drink

SUBJ � 1 NPi �
COMPS � �
DEPS � 1 , 2 NP[gap-ss] j �
ARG-ST � 1 , 2 �
CONT * KEY

�� drink rel

ACTOR i

UNDGR j

����

� ������������������
In this case, only feature structures whose COMPS list is empty satisfy the
description.

Note that in the kind of architecture presented here, it makes sense to
distinguish between lexemes and full blown feature structure descriptions of
type word. Lexemes are the descriptions at the bottom of the lexical hierarchy,
specifying only a value for ROOT and CONT. These descriptions are enriched
by inheritance, thereby giving rise to more complex feature descriptions of the
form shown in (13). Each lexical entry corresponds to exactly one enriched
lexical description. Thus, lexical inheritance allows us to define complex
lexical descriptions without redundancy.

Feature structure descriptions, however, define only a set of constraints
on the feature structures satisfying these descriptions, and thus in general a
single description can be satisfied by many different feature structures. This is
true in particular for the lexical descriptions in our theory. Argument Structure
Extension allows DEPS to contain an arbitrary number of elements in addition
to the selected arguments found on ARG-ST. Therefore, a single lexical entry,
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specifying a fixed number of arguments on ARG-ST, can be satisfied by an
infinite number of feature structures, differing only in the number of elements
they contain on DEPS. This method is no different in principle from that
standardly assumed in lexical description. For example, a lexical description
requiring that a verb’s object be a noun phrase of (say) genitive case allows
there to be infinitely many phrases that can serve as the given verb’s object.
These phrases may differ wildly in content, person, number, gender, and so
forth, just as long as they satisfy the lexically specified constraint requiring
them to be genitive NPs.

The infinity which is a consequence of Argument Structure Extension is
also similar to the infinity which arises as a consequence of recursive lexi-
cal rules (i.e. rules which may apply to their own output). For example, the
Adjunct Lexical Rule allows a single lexical item to give rise to an infinite
number of derived items. As argued in van Noord and Bouma (1994), the
computational problem posed by this kind of recursion can be solved by
reformulating lexical rules as recursive constraints on lexical entries, whose
evaluation can be delayed to a point where only a finite number of solutions
remain (typically, after some syntactic processing has taken place). Of course,
if lexical rules are to be interpreted as constraints, a more perspicuous analysis
results by specifying the relevant constraints (e.g. Argument Structure Ex-
tension and Argument Realization) directly and eliminating the lexical rules
from the grammar altogether.

2.3. REMAINING ISSUES

In the examples above we have left out many details of lexical entries. In par-
ticular we have suppressed all paths dominating the valence features, ARG-
ST, and DEPS. A more complete picture of the architecture of signs of type
word is given in (17). This architecture differs from that of previous pre-
sentations of HPSG in that it distinguishes a new feature DEPS both from
the valence features and from ARG-ST. The features DEPS and ARG-ST are
relevant for words only, and thus do not appear on signs of type phrase. Note
also that the feature ROOT takes a morpheme as its value, and I-FORM’s value
is an inflected form. The inflected form of a word is normally identical to
its PHON value (but see Koenig (1994), Miller and Sag (1997), and Abeillé
et al. (1998) for accounts of French pronominal cliticization in which the
relationship between PHON and I-FORM is more complex):
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(17)
��

word

PHON phon-form

MORPH � ROOT morph

I-FORM infl-form�

SYNSEM

��

synsem

LOC(AL)

��

loc

CAT

��
HEAD

�
MOD synsem �

VAL

�� SUBJ list ' synsem (
SPR list ' synsem (
COMPS list ' synsem (

����
ARG-ST list ' synsem (
DEPS list ' synsem (

� ������������
CONT cont

� �����������������
NONLOC

�
SLASH set ' loc ( �

� ������������������������

�������������������������������������
The phrase structure schemata used in what follows are the Head-Subject

and Head-Complement Schemata, familiar from PS-94, which interact with
general grammatical principles. For example, the Head Feature Principle fur-
ther constrains the structures licensed by these schemata by identifying the
values of the feature HEAD on the mother and head daughter. In addition,
the Valence Principle defines the value of the SUBJ, COMPS, and SPR on the
mother to be the result of subtracting the non-head daughters’ synsems from
the corresponding valence list on the head-daughter.

However, as explained in detail in the next section, our account of extrac-
tion differs from that of PS-94. In particular, there is no phrasal constraint
analogous to the Nonlocal Feature Principle, which defined a mother’s SLASH

value as the union of the daughters’ SLASH values.
We also depart from earlier work in our assumptions concerning seman-

tics. The semantics principle of PS-94 picks out one of the daughters of a
phrase as the semantic head (the adjunct daughter if present, the head daugh-
ter otherwise), which supplies the semantics of the phrase as a whole. The
semantic head in turn is responsible for incorporating the semantics of the
other daughters by unification. Below, we will adopt the semantic architec-
ture of minimal recursion semantics (Copestake et al., 1999), in which the
semantics of a phrase is the union of the sets of semantic constraints and
relations provided by the daughters. Thus, for headed phrases we assume the
following semantic composition principle:
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(18) Semantic Composition:

headed-ph ,��
CONT � KEY 1

RELS 2 � 3 �.-+-/-0� i �
HEAD-DTR

�� CONT � KEY 1

RELS 2 � ��
NON-HEAD-DTRS 1 � CONT * RELS 3 � , . . . ,

�
CONT * RELS i ��2

� �����������
Here RELS (relations) is a list of elementary predications. The value of the
feature KEY is the semantic relation introduced by the lexical head of the
phrase and is passed up from the head of a phrase to the mother. For words, we
may assume that in general their semantics coincides with the KEY semantic
relation they introduce:

(19)
word � �� CONT � KEY 1

RELS � 1 � � ��
Although semantic issues play only a very minor role in what follows, this
conception of semantic composition is crucial for our constraint-based treat-
ment of adjuncts as dependents.

3. Complement Extraction

In this section, we develop a novel approach to extraction. It differs from pre-
vious feature-based accounts in that it is traceless, head-driven, and involves
no lexical rule of the sort proposed in PS-94, Sag and Fodor (1994), or Sag
(1997). By ‘head-driven’ we mean that a phrase inherits SLASH information
only from its head daughter, rather than inheriting from all of its daughters as
it does in analyses based on the Foot Feature Principle of Gazdar et al. (1985)
or the Nonlocal Feature Principle of PS-94.

The approach to extraction developed here has considerable overlap with
the proposal made in Sag (1997), but it makes one minor and one major
modification. The minor change is that in order to allow for the account
of adjunction presented in section 4, SLASH amalgamation is defined for
DEPS rather than ARG-ST. The major modification is that the Complement
Extraction Lexical Rule is eliminated, as are the lexical rules which have
been proposed for subject and adjunct extraction. Instead, Argument Realiza-
tion will account for the lexical variation required for a traceless account of
extraction. This has at least one highly significant consequence: it provides
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an entirely uniform account of complement, subject, and adjunct extraction.
In addition, it eliminates a lexical rule whose status has always been dubious
and whose interaction with other analyses has been highly controversial.

The following section introduces the technical details of our analysis. We
then discuss the consequences of the current proposal for the analysis of some
of the languages mentioned in the introduction, for tough constructions, and
for cases where there is a mismatch between syntactic configuration and the
locations of gap introduction and binding. Our proposal follows a tradition
within nontransformational grammar (including, among others, Gazdar et al.
(1984), Steedman (1996), Morrill (1994), and Kaplan and Zaenen (1989))
demonstrating the feasibility of traceless accounts of extraction. We conclude
this section with a critical assessment of the most compelling arguments that
have been presented for and against the existence of wh-traces.

3.1. CONSTRAINT-BASED HEAD-DRIVEN EXTRACTION

HPSG analyses of extraction, building on earlier work in GSPG, involve val-
ues of the feature SLASH that are projected upward in a syntactic structure, as
illustrated in (1) above. A non-empty SLASH value on a phrasal sign signals
that an element is ‘missing’ from the corresponding phrase. The distribution
of SLASH normally follows from its interpretation as a placeholder for miss-
ing elements: if a node dominates a daughter containing a non-empty SLASH

value, the SLASH value of the node itself must also be nonempty. Two kinds
of exceptions to this rule are possible: in head-filler constructions (i.e. the top
of a wh-question or of a relative clause) a filler combines with a head whose
SLASH value unifies with (the LOCAL value of) the filler. The missing element
is ‘found’ at this point, and thus the SLASH of the resulting phrase is empty.
A second type of exception may occur if a lexical head selects an incomplete
complement, as do adjectives like easy, tough, and the like.

The distribution of SLASH is normally accounted for by the Nonlocal (or
Foot) Feature Principle, which constrains the SLASH value on phrasal nodes
to be the union of the SLASH values on its daughters. This approach is con-
figurational in that it defines SLASH in terms of mothers and daughters in a
phrase structure tree. Also, it implements a strict bottom-up flow of informa-
tion. Nonempty SLASH values are introduced by traces and these values are
consistently passed up to nodes higher in the tree. This scheme is satisfactory
in the majority of cases, but, as we shall see below, there are at least some data
which are hard to reconcile with it. Specifically, adjectives like easy ‘bind’
an element in the SLASH value of one of their dependents—their infinitival
complement.

In our lexicalist alternative to configurational theories of SLASH, the Non-
local Feature Principle is replaced by a simpler constraint on phrases and a
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lexical constraint on heads.9 More precisely, we propose that the SLASH value
of a lexical item is defined in terms of the SLASH values of its dependents.
Lexical binding of SLASH is accounted for by the feature BIND, which has the
empty set as value for all words except SLASH binders like easy and tough:

(20) SLASH Amalgamation:

word �
�� LOC

�� CAT

�� DEPS 1 � SLASH 1 � , . . . ,
�
SLASH n ��2

BIND 0

� �� � ���
SLASH 3 1 465+5/574 n 8 9 0

� �������
SLASH Amalgamation ensures that if a dependent is slashed, then the head
which selects it will also be slashed. So, by this constraint, the verb know in
(21) is slashed if either its subject or its sentential complement is slashed:

(21)
��
I-FORM know

SUBJ � 3 �
COMPS � 4 �
DEPS : 3 � LOC NP

SLASH 1 � , 4 � LOC S ; fin <
SLASH 2 � =

BIND �>�
SLASH 1 4 2

� ��������������
The configurational passing of SLASH features can now be simplified to a
constraint which mentions only the head daughter:

(22) SLASH Inheritance:

hd-val-ph � �� SLASH 1

HD-DTR

�
SLASH 1 � ��

SLASH Inheritance is defined as a constraint on head-val-phrases, which is
the type of phrase involving only head, complement, or subject daughters,
but, crucially, no filler daughters (see Sag 1997).10 For phrases that introduce
a filler daughter (and hence define the top of an extraction construction), we
assume the following:11

9 Following Sag (1997), we also eliminate the feature NONLOCAL that was introduced in
PS-94.

10 In Ginzburg and Sag (to appear), types like hd-val-ph are eliminated and SLASH inheri-
tance is a consequence of the Generalized Head Feature Principle, which identifies the entire
SYNSEM value of head daughter and mother—by default.

11 Here ‘ ? ’ designates the operation of disjoint set union, which is just like familiar set
union except that the disjoint union of two sets with a nonempty intersection is undefined.
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(23)

hd-filler-ph �
��
SUBJ � �
SLASH 2 @ 3

HD-DTR

�
SLASH 2 @ � 1 � �

NON-HD-DTRS : � LOC 1

SLASH 3 � =
� ����������

The SLASH value of a head-filler phrase is the SLASH value of the head
daughter minus the filler plus the SLASH value of the filler. Thus, we obtain
structures such as (24):

(24)
S�

SLASH ��� �
NP� LOC 1

SLASH �>� �
Kim

S�
SLASH � 1 �A�

NP

we

VP�
SLASH � 1 � �

V�� DEPS : � LOC NP

SLASH ���B� , � LOC S

SLASH � 1 �B� =
BIND ���
SLASH � 1 �

� ������
know

S�
SLASH � 1 � �

NP

Dana

V�
SLASH � 1 NP � �

hates

What remains to be explained is how the bottom of the extraction path, e.g.
the verb hates in (24), may introduce a non-empty value for SLASH. Traceless
accounts of extraction within HPSG have posited a lexical rule whose outputs
stipulate a non-empty SLASH value. The Complement Extraction Lexical
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Rules of PS-94, Sag and Fodor (1994) and Sag (1997), for instance, all re-
move an element from COMPS, and at the same time ensure (either directly or
indirectly) that the value of SLASH on the output of the rule will include the
local features of the removed complement. Such a rule is awkward, as it uses
a device which is primarily intended to account for processes that are clearly
morphological in nature. The usual diagnostic for distinguishing lexical from
syntactic rules is that only the former have exceptions which are triggered
by the lexical material involved. Many languages lexically mark words with
a non-empty SLASH value, but to the best of our knowledge this is never
the case for complement extraction per se. Furthermore, the formal status of
the Complement Extraction Lexical Rule has itself been the matter of some
debate (Hinrichs and Nakazawa, 1996; Höhle, 1995; Müller, 1996).

The key insight to our solution is that given a constraint-based lexical
architecture in which ARG-ST lists are associated with valence features such
as SUBJ and COMPS, there is no need for rules that remove elements from
the valence lists; one can simply avoid putting them there in the first place.
Thus extraction is located on the interface between the lexicon and the syntax,
rather than in either one of these components individually.

As illustrated in section 2, our analysis follows Sag (1997) in defining
gap-ss as a new subtype of synsem. The LOCAL value of a gap-ss element
corresponds to its SLASH value:

(25)
gap-ss � � LOC 1

SLASH � 1 �C�
Elements of type gap-ss in this theory play a role similar to that of traces
in a movement theory, with an important difference. Unlike traces, gap-ss
elements exist only on the list of dependents of the lexical head which selects
them. They play no independent role in the phrase structure, linear order, or
phonology of phrasal signs.

The proper distinction between gaps and other, canonical, synsem types
can be expressed in terms of the following type hierarchy:

(26) synsem

canon-ss gap-ss

The question of whether a dependent of a lexical head is to be realized as
a local dependent (i.e. on one of the valence features SUBJ or COMPS) or a
nonlocal dependent is a consequence of the Argument Realization constraint
in (11), repeated in (27):
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(27) Argument Realization:

word � �� SUBJ 1

COMPS 2 � list(gap-ss)

DEPS 1 � 2

� ��
Argument Realization, together with the principle of Canonicality in (28),
ensures that none of the gap-ss elements on the DEPS list appears on the
COMPS list:

(28) Canonicality:

sign � �
SYNSEM canon-ss �

As lexemes will typically specify that their arguments are of type synsem
and are not either of type canon-ss or of gap-ss, Argument Realization opens
the possibility of realizing a non-subject dependent either as a complement
or as a gap. For instance, the feature structure in (29) can satisfy Argument
Realization either as shown in (30a) or as shown in (30b):

(29)
��
I-FORM hates

SUBJ � synsem �
DEPS : � LOC NP

SLASH 1 � , � LOC NP ; acc <
SLASH 2 � =

SLASH 1 4 2

� ���������
(30) a.

��

I-FORM hates

SUBJ : 3 � LOC NP

SLASH 1 � =
COMPS : 4

�� LOC NP
�
acc �

SLASH 2

�� =
DEPS � 3 , 4 �
SLASH 1 4 2

������������������
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b.
��

I-FORM hates

SUBJ : 3 � LOC NP

SLASH 1 � =
COMPS � �
DEPS : 3 ,

�� gap-ss

LOC 2

SLASH � 2 �
� �� =

SLASH 1 4ED 2 NP[acc] F

� �������������������
In (30a), the complement is realized on COMPS. This is the kind of struc-
ture which occurs in sentences without extraction (e.g. (31a)), but also in
sentences where the extracted element is inside the object complement (as
in (31b)). Note that because the SYNSEM value of any overt element (i.e. a
sign) is of type canon-ss (by the principle of Canonicality in (28)), the com-
plement synsem of (30a) must be of type canon-ss in all head-complement
phrases headed by (30a). In (30b), the object dependent is realized as a gap
and thus is extracted, as in (24) or (31c).

(31) a. She hates every inch of this school.

b. Which school does Dana say she hates [every inch of ]?

c. Which school does Kim think she hates ?

Even though lexemes typically do not specify their arguments as being of
type gap-ss or canon-ss, this does not mean that there cannot be lexemes im-
posing more specific constraints on the type of their arguments. For instance,
one of the usages of the verb assure requires an NP-object which cannot be
realized as a local dependent (Kayne, 1980):

(32) a. This candidate, they assured me to be reliable.

b.*They assured me this candidate to be reliable.

We can account for the contrast in (32) by assuming that the direct object of
assure (or simply the subject of the infinitival VP complement) is specified as
being of type gap-ss.

Note that the identification of the LOCAL value of the gap with its SLASH

value (and, ultimately, the LOCAL value of the filler) is simply stipulated by
the constraint in (23). Nothing else about this analysis requires that the filler
be identical to the gap in all respects. This provides a possible means to deal
with examples in which the filler does not match the selectional restrictions
imposed on the gap, as in examples like (33).
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(33) a. You can rely on Chris.

b.*You can rely on that Chris will come.

c. Chris, you can rely on .

d. That Chris will come, you can rely on .

In fact, Webelhuth (1992) argues that in general sentential fillers correspond
to NP gaps. One way that this generalization could be expressed under the
analysis of extraction presented here is by positing a new type of gap with the
constraint in (34):12

(34)
sgap-ss � � LOC NP

SLASH � S �C�
So, the additional flexibility introduced by the constraints on gaps allows
us to account for examples of limited connectivity between fillers and gaps
that provide a serious challenge to standard movement-based treatments of
extraction.13

3.2. CROSS-LINGUISTIC SUPPORT

As a further illustration of our approach, consider how it might account for
one of the phenomena mentioned in the introduction. As McCloskey (1979,
1989) notes, Irish has two different complementizer particles, goN and aL.
The only difference between the two is that the former cannot appear in a
clause out of which something has been extracted, whereas the latter can only
appear in a clause out of which something has been extracted. The pattern is
illustrated in (35):

(35) a. Shı́l
thought

mé
I

goN
PRT

mbeadh
would-be

sé
he

ann
there

‘I thought that he would be there.’

b. Dúirt
said

mé
I

gurL
goN+PAST

shı́l
thought

mé
I

goN
PRT

mbeadh
would-be

sé
he

ann
there

‘I said that I thought that he would be there.’
12 A further constraint may be necessary if mere semantic selection (which we take to be

extragrammatical in general) is insufficient to explain the deviance of examples like #That
Chris will come, you can own.

13 See Bresnan (2000) for more discussion of mismatches between elements that are related
via grammatical dependency.
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c. an fear
[the man] j

aL
PRT

shı́l
thought

mé
I

aL
PRT

bheadh
would-be j

ann
there

‘the man that I thought would be there’

d. an fear
[the man] j

aL
PRT

dúirt
said

mé
I

aL
PRT

shı́l
thought

mé
I

aL
PRT

bheadh
would-be j

ann
there

‘The man that I said I thought would be there’

e. an fear
[the man] j

aL
PRT

shı́l
thought j

goN
PRT

mbeadh
would-be

sé
he

ann
there

‘the man that thought he would be there’

f. an fear
[the man] j

aL
PRT

dúirt
said

sé
he

aL
PRT

shı́l
thought j

goN
PRT

mbeadh
would-be

sé
he

ann
there

‘the man that he said thought he would be there’

Sells (1984) argues that aL and goN are actually pre-verbal particles and
not sentential complementizers at all, citing both morphosyntactic and syn-
tactic evidence for this analysis. For example, verbal constituents including
the particle can be coordinated, whereas coordination of the bare verbs is
impossible:

(36) a. an fear
the man

aL
PRT

cheannaionn
buys

agus
and

aL
PRT

dhı́olann
sells

tithe
houses

the man that buys and sells houses

b.*an fear aL cheannaionn agus dhı́olann tithe

Thus, Sells proposes the following structure:

(37) S

V

goN/aL V

C1. . . Ci

Within HPSG, these pre-verbal complementizer particles can be analyzed as
markers which select for a lexical verb via the SPEC feature:
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(38)
S�

SLASH 1 �
V�

SLASH 1 �
PRT�� HEAD

�� SPEC 2 � LOC V

SLASH 1 � �� � ��
goN / aL

V

2

�
SLASH 1 �

C1 . . . Ci

The choice of marker in (38) depends on whether 1 is empty or not. This
distribution can be accounted for simply by assuming that aL selects for a
verb with a nonempty SLASH value, whereas goN selects a verb with an
empty SLASH value:14

(39) a.
��
ROOT goN

HEAD

�� prt

SPEC � LOC V

SLASH eset �
�����
� ������

b.
��
ROOT aL

HEAD

�� prt

SPEC � LOC V

SLASH neset �
� ���
� ������

The simplicity of this account is a direct consequence of the fact that con-
figurational passing of nonlocal features is replaced by a lexicalist SLASH

Amalgamation constraint, which ensures that a verb has a non-empty SLASH

value just in case one of its complements is slashed. In an approach using
the Nonlocal or Foot Feature Principle, on the other hand, the SLASH value
of the verb would be the empty set in both cases. Consequently, in such an

14 We use eset and neset for the types of the empty and nonempty set, respectively.
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analysis, the distinction between gapped and complete clauses could only
be made if complementizer particles could select for the SLASH values of
the elements on the COMPS list of the verbs they combine with. This highly
marked nonlocal selection criterion is avoided in the lexicalist account.15

Similarly, the Chamorro verbal morphology illustrated in (4), and repeated
in (40), registers the fact that a verb’s subject either is extracted or is realized
but contains a gap.

(40) a. Hayi
who

f-um-a’gasi
WH.SU-wash

i
the

kareta
car

‘Who washed the car?’

b. Hayi
who

si
UNM

Juan
Juan

ha-sangan-i
E3S-say-DAT

hao
you

[ f-um-a’gasi
WH.SU-wash

i
the

kareta
car

]

‘Who did Juan tell you washed the car?’

c. Hafa
what

um-istotba
WH.SU-disturb

hao
you

[ ni
COMP

malagao’-na
WH.OBL-want-3SG

i
the

lahi-mu
son-your

]

‘What does it disturb you that your son wants?’

We may treat such verbs as simply requiring that their most prominent de-
pendent be slashed:

(41) a.
�� I-FORM f-um-a’gasi

DEPS : � LOC NP

SLASH neset� , NP =
� ����

b.
�� I-FORM um-istotba

DEPS : � LOC S

SLASH neset� , NP =
� ����

3.3. TOUGH GUYS

The head-driven approach to SLASH amalgamation has the further advantage
of accounting for the fact that the binding of SLASH is not restricted to head-
filler constructions, but sometimes is triggered by lexical items, even if the

15 As an anonymous reviewer points out, this analysis is also much simpler than approaches
proposed within the Minimalist Program (e.g. Collins, 1997) which require two separate
features, one to trigger movement and one to trigger agreement.
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SLASH value which gets bound originates arbitrarily deep within a dependent
of the binder. We discuss two of these cases below.

Adjectives such as easy or tough in (42) are standardly analyzed as select-
ing for an infinitival complement missing an NP.

(42) a. Kim is easy to please .

b. That journal is tough to provide camera-ready material for .

Following PS-94 we may account for this phenomenon by assuming that the
feature (TO-)BIND takes a nonempty value for adjectives like easy:

(43)
��
ROOT easy

ARG-ST : XPi , � LOC CP[to]

SLASH � 1 NP[acc]i � @ 2 � =
BIND � 1 �

� ������
The BIND feature will ensure that the NP[acc] gap will not be amalgamated
into the SLASH value of easy itself.

Note, however, that other SLASH values within the VP are amalgamated as
usual, thus accounting for cases such as (44), where the phrase easy to play
on has a nonempty SLASH value.

(44) Which violins are these sonatas easy to play on ?

3.4. SUBBINDING

The analysis just presented also provides an account of more complicated
cases, such as those noted in Flickinger and Nerbonne (1992):

(45) an easy man to please

Flickinger and Nerbonne argue for the following constituent structure:

(46) N G
N G

ADJ

easy

N G
man

VP

to please
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The adjective easy is not the head of this structure, nor is it the head of the
substructure easy man. A configurational approach to SLASH amalgamation
makes the incorrect prediction that the higher N G in (46) should be slashed,
as one of its daughters (to please) is slashed. That is, the BIND feature on
easy, which appears in a subordinate structure, cannot be used to ensure that
the phrase as a whole must bear an empty SLASH specification. The lexical-
ized SLASH amalgamation approach, by contrast, faces no such problem. The
SLASH value of the VP is bound lexically by the adjective easy. The fact that
the phrase to please is slashed in (46) does not require that the same be true
of the dominating N G , whose SLASH value is identified with that of its head
daughter.

The lexicalized approach to the SLASH-binding of easy-complements thus
seems attractive, though we have not yet explained an important puzzle con-
cerning the construction in (46), namely the fact that a complement of easy
appears in a superordinate syntactic position. Flickinger and Nerbonne sug-
gest a principle of ‘subcategorization transfer’ to account for this, which
allows to please also to function as a complement of the noun man. We
suspect an account in terms of a more general treatment of extraposition is
preferable. Such an analysis, examination of which would take us too far
afield, might constrain the distribution of the EXTRA feature as follows:16

16 The approach described in the text presupposes that the lexical entry for the attributive
adjective easy is as sketched in (i).

(i) easy:

��
BIND � 2 �
SLASH ���
EXTRA : ( � LOC CP[to]

SLASH � 2 � � ) =
� ������
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(47)

N’� SLASH �H�
EXTRA � �I�

N’� EXTRA 1

SLASH �H� �
AP�

EXTRA 1 �
A�

EXTRA 1 �
easy

N’�
SLASH �H� �

man

1 CP�
SLASH � NP �B�

to please

The SLASH-binding illustrated in (47) can be regarded as in instance of
a more general phenomenon: the binding off of a SLASH dependency by a
binder (easy in (47)) that occurs lower in the syntactic structure. We call any
such phenomenon subbinding. French contains a construction—en-clitization—
whose puzzling properties may also be regarded as an instance of subbinding.

Miller and Sag (1997) argue for a theory of cliticization in which argu-
ments may be realized either as selected-for dependents or as clitics of the
verb on whose argument structure they appear. Clitic climbing is accounted
for by an appeal to argument composition: verbs which allow clitics corre-
sponding to arguments of an embedded verb are actually argument composi-
tion verbs whose ARG-ST list includes elements inherited from the ARG-ST

list of their verbal complement. However, en-clitization, illustrated in (48)
below, is different.

(48) a. Marie
Marie

en
of-it

connaı̂t
knows

la
the

fin.
end

‘Marie knows the end of it.’
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b. La
the

fin
end

en
of-it

est
is

désagréable.
unpleasant

‘The end of it is unpleasant.’

The clitic en corresponds to a de-phrase which is a semantic argument of a
noun, and the phenomenon is far more restricted than other types of clitization
(it is restricted to a formal register and occurs only with arguments of the right
semantic type). On the other hand, the construction does share properties with
extraction of de-phrases:

(49) a. J’ai
I have

écouté
heard

le
the

garçon
boy

avec
with

la
the

clef.
key

‘I heard the boy with the key.’

b. *la
the

clef j ,
key

avec
with

laquelle j

which
j’ai
I have

écouté
heard

le
the

garçon. . .
boy. . .

‘the key with which I heard the boy. . . ’

(50) a. Marie
Marie

lit
reads

la
the

fin
end

du
of-the

livre.
book

‘Marie is reading the end of the book.’

b. le
the

livre
book

dont
of-which

Marie
Marie

lit
reads

la
the

fin. . .
end. . .

‘the book of which Marie is reading the end. . . ’

c. La
the

fin
end

du
of-the

livre
book

est
is

désagréable.
unpleasant

‘The end of the book is unpleasant.’

d. le
the

livre
book

dont
of-which

la
the

fin
end

est
is

désagréable. . .
unpleasant. . .

‘the book of which the end is unpleasant. . . ’

Extraction out of NPs in general is excluded in French, as in (49), the only
exception being extraction of certain de-phrases.

The similarity between en-cliticization and extraction of de-phrases leads
Miller and Sag to propose a lexical rule which derives en-cliticized verbs. The
output of this rule is a verb which selects for a subject whose SLASH value
contains a de-phrase. Furthermore, the verb lexically binds the SLASH value
of the subject. For instance the en-cliticized form of copular être would be:
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(51) en-est:

�� SUBJ 1 � SLASH � 1 NP[de] � ��2
COMPS � AP �
BIND � 1 �

� ����
Note that this entry binds the SLASH value of a dependent (e.g. the subject)

which is typically introduced higher in the phrase structure than the verb, as
sketched in (52):

(52)
S�

SLASH �J� �
NP�

SLASH � 1 � �
la fin

VP�
SLASH �H� �

V� SLASH �H�
BIND � 1 � �

en-est

AP

désagréable

This sort of structure is compatible with our head-driven account of SLASH-
amalgmation, but appears to be extremely problematic for previous theories,
where the SLASH binder must always be in a position that is syntactically
superior to the extraction site.17 Indeed, the very existence of such subbinding
phenomena presents a significant challenge to all theories whose constraints
require binders to be structurally superior to (e.g. to c-command) the traces
that they bind.

17 But see Chae (1992), whose analysis involves further inherited feature specifications
relevant to binding.
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3.5. WITHOUT A TRACE

Phonetically empty elements are a familiar ingredient of syntactic analyses of
extraction. However, at least within nontransformational frameworks, there
is also a tradition of traceless approaches to unbounded dependency con-
structions (Gazdar et al., 1984; Steedman, 1996; Morrill, 1994; Kaplan and
Zaenen, 1989). In Sag (1998) (see also Sag and Fodor (1994)), the most com-
pelling arguments in favor of traces which have been proposed over the years
are reviewed. These include so-called wanna contraction, auxiliary contrac-
tion, and both strong and weak crossover phenomena. Drawing on a number
of recent results, the conclusion reached by Sag is that all of the existing ar-
guments for traces face serious problems. Moreover, there is further evidence
that appears to be more readily compatible with a theory of extraction which
does not rely on traces. We review this latter evidence here briefly.

3.5.1. Floated Quantifiers
Floated quantifiers may not appear directly before an extraction site:

(53) a. They (all) were (all) completely satisfied.

b. How satisfied do you think they all were ?

c.*How satisfied do you think they were all ?

While certain accounts of these examples have involved stipulations making
reference to traces, the alternative account suggested by Sag and Fodor (1994)
does not. It is based on the analysis of floated quantifiers developed by Dowty
and Brodie (1984) in which such quantifiers, like certain adverbial modifiers,
are base-generated as VP or AP-adjoined modifiers:18

(54) a. VP

Q

all

VP

went to the store

b. AP

Q

all

AP

very satisfied

Brodie and Dowty’s account is consistent with a range of semantic constraints
on quantifier floating, and also appears to provide a direct explanation for
the problematic cases above. In Sag and Fodor’s traceless extraction analy-
sis, there is no way to generate a sentence like (53c), as there is no empty
constituent for the quantifier to attach to.

18 See (Bobaljik, 1998) for a recent review. Sportiche (1988) objects to the dual catego-
rization of quantifiers he sees in Dowty and Brodie’s account, yet—by his own admission (p.
444)—can provide no account of facts like (53c).
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3.5.2. The Conjunct Constraint
Sag (1998) shows that the assumption that there are no wh-traces provides
an immediate explanation for the ungrammaticality of examples like (55a–
c), which are violations of the Conjunct Constraint, part of the Coordinate
Structure Constraint first formulated by Ross (1967).19

(55) a.*Which of her books did you find both [[a review of ] and [ ]]?

b.*Which of her books did you find [[ ] and [a review of ]]?

c.*Which rock legend would it be ridiculous to compare [[ ] and
[ ]]?
(cf. Which rock legend would it be ridiculous to compare with
himself?)

Sag’s reasoning is as follows:K A wh-gap is simply a syntactic position where a dependent of a head
fails to be realized (rather than a position where a phonetically empty
constituent is syntactically realized).K Coordinate structures are unheaded and the elements that are coordi-
nated, i.e. the conjuncts of a coordinate structure, must be syntactic
constituents (or perhaps sequences thereof).K Therefore, it follows that wh-gaps, which are not constituents, can never
be conjuncts.

This result is achieved without stipulation in ANY traceless analysis of extrac-
tion phenomena, including the one developed here, as long as the conjunction
is not treated as the head of the coordinate phrase.20

3.5.3. Processing Complexity
Pickering and Barry (1991) argue on psycholinguistic grounds for a theory
of extraction in which an extracted element is associated with its semantic

19 Goodall (1987) seeks to explain these examples as Principle C violations, but the severe
ungrammaticality of the examples in (55) makes such an account quite unlikely. On Goodall’s
approach, the examples in (55) should be no worse than sentences like We invited Jack’si
friends and himi both, which seem perfectly acceptable.

20 The suggestion that conjunctions are heads, which reappears from time to time in the
literature (see, for example, Rothstein (1991) and Munn (1992)), is not particularly intuitive,
as the category of the coordinate phrase (as reflected by its outward distribution) is determined
by that of the conjuncts, rather than the conjunction. Hence the ‘conjunction-as-head’ analysis
requires an unprecedented chameleon-like categorial behavior on the part of the putative head.
There are further objections that could be made against this analysis, such as the difficulty
in accounting for complex coordinations with both/and, neither/nor, and the like. We will
not pursue these matters here, however, adopting instead the traditional view that coordinate
structures instantiate a sui generis construction type. See Borsley (1994) for further discussion.
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role as soon as the head licensing this element is encountered. Often, the
extraction site and the head licensing it are adjacent, as in (56a). This is not
the case, however, for (56b).

(56) a. The policeman saw the boy that the crowd at the party accused
of the crime.

b. That’s the prize which we gave [every student capable of answer-
ing every single tricky question on the details of the new and ex-
tremely complicated theory about the causes of political instability
in small nations with a history of military rulers] .

Surprisingly, such examples are relatively easy to process, unlike examples
in which a constituent follows an extremely long preceding constituent, as in
(57).

(57) We gave [every student capable of answering every single tricky ques-
tion on the details of the new and extremely complicated theory about
the causes of political instability in small nations with a history of
military rulers] [a prize].

If interpretation of extracted elements correlates with the position of a trace
at the extraction site, this contrast remains unexplained.

But if interpretation can take place when the head selecting for the ex-
tracted element is encountered, then this contrast should not be surprising.
For example, in our traceless analysis of filler-gap constituents, it is precisely
when the verbal head is encountered that the ‘extracted’ element in work-
ing memory can be identified with an argument structure position. It is the
verb that terminates the processing of the extraction dependency, not a trace
position that might occur several words after the verb.

It should be noted that there is more recent work (Gorrell, 1993; Gibson
and Hickok, 1993) that tries to reconcile such facts with a trace-based analysis
by making specific (head-driven) assumptions about the structures posited by
the human sentence processor. The fact remains, however, that the predictions
of any such approach are at best just those that follow immediately from the
traceless analysis of extraction dependencies.

In sum: (1) There is no independent evidence supporting the existence
of wh-trace (as argued by Sag (1998) and Sag and Fodor (1994)). (2) There
are further phenomena—those just surveyed—that are immediately explained
from the assumption that there are no wh-traces. (3) Therefore, the traceless
nature of our extraction analysis provides further support for its correctness.
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4. The Analysis of Adjuncts

The idea that adjuncts combine syntactically with the phrases that they mod-
ify semantically and form modifier-head structures like (58) is firmly en-
trenched in modern grammatical theory.21

(58) XP

ADV XP

The semantics that goes with such phrases generally involves the adverb
taking the phrase it modifies as its semantic argument.

In HPSG terms, adjuncts are endowed with a specification for the feature
MOD, whose value must be identified with (the SYNSEM of) the head daughter
in a Head-Modifier Structure like (58). In this way, the fact that adjectives
modify nominal expressions, adverbials modify verbal expressions, etc. can
all be reduced to lexical specifications associated with particular kinds of
modifiers.

And indeed we have no reason to question this traditional wisdom in
the case of preverbal adverbs, which we will assume occur as modifiers in
structures like (59), given the lexical entry in (60):

(59) VP

ADV�
MOD 2 �

LMN MO usually

almost

probably

PQMRMS

2 VP

won the prize

21 These are often referred to as ‘head-adjunct’ structures, a terminology we will avoid here
in order to distinguish between elements that belong to the DEPS list (‘adjuncts’) and those
that appear in modifier-head structures (‘syntactic modifiers’). Excluded from discussion here
are all sorts of elements often called modifiers, e.g., parentheticals, extraposed phrases, result
clauses, and so forth.
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(60)
��
I-FORM usually

HEAD

�� adv

MOD � HEAD v

CONT * KEY 1 �
�����

CONT

�� KEY � usually rel

ARG 1 � ��
� �������������

This type of analysis is adequate for a wide range of cases to which it
is standardly applied. However, we find in many languages types of adver-
bials that defy any simple analysis in terms of the syntactic combination
of modifiers and heads. In particular, it has been argued that cliticization
(Miller, 1992), word order (van Noord and Bouma, 1994; Abeillé and Go-
dard, 1997), scope (Manning et al., 1999; van Noord and Bouma, 1994; Kim
and Sag, 1995; Przepiórkowski, 1999a), and case marking (Przepiórkowski,
1999b; Przepiórkowski, 1999c) suggest that certain adverbial phrases must
be selected for by the same mechanism which accounts for the selection of
complements.22

For example, it has been argued (Manning et al., 1999; van Noord and
Bouma, 1994) that a treatment of adjuncts as complements provides an ac-
count for scope ambiguities that may be observed in constructions involving
complex predicates. Consider, for instance, the following examples:

(61) a. . . . dat
that

Marie
Mary

Jan
John

dikwijls
often

een
a

boek
book

liet
made

lezen
read

‘. . . that Mary (often) made John (often) read a book’ (Dutch)

b. often(cause(mary,read(john,book)))

c. cause(mary,often(read(john,book)))

(62) a. Noriko-ga
Noriko-NOM

Masaru-ni
Masaru-ACC

gakkoo-de
school-at

hasir-ase-ta
run-CAUS-PAST

‘Noriko made Masaru run at school.’ (Japanese)

b. at-school(cause(noriko,run(masaru)))

c. cause(noriko,at-school(run(masaru)))
22 The treatment of adverbials as syntactic dependents dates back at least to the medieval

Arabic grammarians (see, e.g., Bohas, 1990). Similar proposals have occasionally made their
way into the linguistic literature at large; see, for example, Tesnière (1959), Melčuk (1979),
and McConnell-Ginet (1982).
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In each case, an adjunct may either take wide scope over a complex predicate
or else narrow scope over only a part of this predicate. While the wide scope
readings are easily accounted for in practically any treatment of adjuncts, the
narrow scope readings are not. An analysis of the verb cluster liet lezen in
(61) or the complex verb hasiraseta in (62) involving incorporation, reanal-
ysis, or argument composition would fail to provide an appropriate syntactic
subconstituent for the adverb to modify to yield the narrow scope reading. On
the other hand, if adjuncts are on the COMPS list of the verb they modify, the
ambiguity arises because the adverbial could be on the COMPS list of (and
take scope over) either the governing or the embedded verb. Furthermore,
composition of lists of complements, as proposed on entirely independent
grounds by Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1994), accounts for the fact that both
narrow and wide scope adverbials may precede complex predicates like the
Japanese causative construction and the Dutch verb cluster.23

Another challenge to the standard view of adverbial modifiers comes from
the behavior of case marking in languages like Finnish, Korean, and Pol-
ish (Maling, 1989; Maling, 1993; Wechsler and Lee, 1996; Przepiórkowski,
1999b; Przepiórkowski, 1999c). For example, consider the following Finnish
sentences:

(63) a. Liisa
Liisa.NOM

muisti
remembered

matkan
trip.ACC

vuoden
year.ACC

‘Liisa remembered the trip for a year.’

b. Lapsen
child.GEN

täytyy
must

lukea
read

kirja
book.NOM

kolmannen kerran
third time.ACC

‘The child must read the book for a third time.’

c. Kekkoseen
Kekkonen.ILL

luotettiin
trust.PASS

yksi kerta
one time.NOM

‘Kekkonen was trusted once.’

In Finnish, the least oblique argument of a verb is assigned nominative case,
with other arguments receiving accusative case, as in (63a). If a verb assigns
quirky case to its least oblique argument, the next highest dependent gets
the nominative case, as in (63b). This is true even if, as in (63c), the next
available dependent happens to be an adverbial. It is difficult to see how this
generalization could be adequately expressed if Finnish verbs did not select
for at least some kinds of adverbial modifiers. There would have to be some
analogue of our DEPS list which imposed a uniform, hierarchical structure

23 Under the analysis proposed by Manning et al. (1999), the narrow-scope adjuncts are
actually on the ARG-ST lists of both the verbal stem and the morphologically derived causative
word.
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on complements and the relevant adjuncts. For a more detailed discussion of
the commonality of arguments and modifiers in these and a variety of other
languages, including French (cliticization, word order, and scope), German
(word order and scope ambiguities), Polish and Russian (case assignment),
see Przepiórkowski (1999b; 1999c).

Accounts within HPSG to date have assumed a lexical rule such as (9b)
(repeated in (64)) to account for the fact that the COMPS list of a verb must
be allowed to contain an arbitrary number of adjuncts after the non-subject
arguments:

(64)
�� verb

SUBJ 1

COMPS 2

ARG-ST 1 � 2

������� �� �� SUBJ 1

COMPS 2 ��� ‘adverbial’ �
ARG-ST 1 � 2

� ��
In the constraint-based approach outlined in section 2, this rule is super-

fluous, as the association between argument structure and dependents already
accounts for the fact that the DEPS list, and thus COMPS, may contain adver-
bial synsems. The relevant argument structure extension constraint (a revision
of (10) above) is given in (65):

(65) Argument Structure Extension:

verb �
��
HEAD 3

DEPS 1 � list TUV �� MOD � HEAD 3

KEY 2 � ��IW�XY
ARG-ST 1

CONT * KEY 2

������������
(65) allows a verb’s DEPS list to contain any number of adverbials in addition
to the verb’s arguments. Moreover, the MOD Z HEAD value of the adverbial is
identified with the HEAD value of the verb on whose DEPS list the adverbial
appears. We have imposed minimal restrictions on the adverbial elements that
can be included in the verb’s DEPS list, allowing adverbs, PPs, and the like.
It is likely that further constraints should be imposed on such dependents,
but here we leave their exact nature open. The semantics can be accounted
for by simply unifying the adverbial’s MOD Z KEY value with the KEY relation
introduced by the verb. Since scopal adverbials identify the key of their MOD

value with their semantic argument (as in (60) above), this unification has the
effect of making the verb the semantic argument of the adverbial.24

24 In fact, a proper account of scope ambiguity requires that the semantics of the verb only
be constrained to be embedded within the semantic structure identified as the argument of the
adverbial phrase. See Bouma et al. (1998) for a detailed treatment of the semantics and scope
of adverbial phrases in terms of Minimal Recursion Semantics (Copestake et al., 1999).
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The combined effect of Argument Structure Extension and the Argument
Realization constraint introduced earlier is that adverbials may appear as
complements of the verb. For example, if a transitive verb such as find has
an argument structure consisting of two NPs, the following is consistent with
both Argument Structure Extension and Argument Realization:

(66)
��

trans & 3sg

I-FORM finds

HEAD 4 v ; fin <
SUBJ � 1 NP [ 3sg\ �
COMPS : 2 NP , 3

�� MOD � HEAD 4

KEY 5 � �� =
DEPS � 1 , 2 , 3 �
ARG-ST � 1 , 2 �
CONT * KEY 5

� ��������������������
This lexical specification then licenses head-complement structures such as
the following:

(67) VP

V� SUBJ � NP �
COMPS � NP , ADV �]�

finds

NP

a solution

ADV

today

It is important to stress that we are not proposing to treat all adverbials
as complements. It is generally the case that complements in English do not
precede the verb which locally selects for them. This fact suggests that the
adverbs in the examples below cannot be complements.

(68) a. I think Kim almost found the solution.

b. Kim claimed that Sandy never sang for her.

Preverbal modifiers are thus adjuncts which combine with VPs to give rise
to modifier-head structures, as in (59). Postverbal adverbial phrases, on the
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other hand, are complements and appear as non-head daughters in head-
complement structures, as shown (67).25

We are also not proposing to eliminate the distinction between arguments
and adjuncts. Arguments appear on ARG-ST, whereas adjuncts may only ap-
pear on DEPS. Thus Principle C of the binding theory outlined in PS-94 could
remain exactly as formulated there, with the o-command relation defined
in terms of the ARG-ST list, not the DEPS list. This allows o-command to
distinguish between the argument PP in (69a) and the adverbial in (69b) for
purposes of binding constraints.

(69) a.*I told themi about [the twins’]i birthday.

b. I only get themi presents on [the twins’]i birthday.

But in fact, there is mounting evidence showing that Principle C is more
pragmatic in nature—as argued by Bolinger, Reinhart, and others (see Bres-
nan (2000) for an overview). Hence we would favor a binding theory that in-
cludes at most two principles: Principle A, requiring a locally o-commanded
anaphor to be locally o-bound, and Principle B, requiring a pronominal to be
locally o-free. Examples like (70), cited by Hukari and Levine (1996a, 1996b)
as evidence for a notion of command that includes both obliqueness and
structural notions, are in our view not to be ruled out by binding theory.

(70)*Hei always gets angry when Sandyi is criticized.

Rather, such examples violate only theme/rheme conditions on the anaphoric
use of nonpronominal NPs. This is why examples like (71), whose grammat-
ical structure is nondistinct from (70) (along relevant parameters), but whose
information structure is radically different, permit the indicated coreference.

(71) Hei gets angry whenEVER the people Sandyi loves criticize him.

Hence, any attempt to rule out examples like (70) via a version of Principle C
that is based on grammatical structure (whether this is taken to be argument
structure, phrase structure, or some combination of the two) will incorrectly
rule out examples like (71). For this reason, we see no need to revise the
notion of (local) o-command introduced by PS-94 along the lines suggested
by Hukari and Levine.

25 It is also worth pointing out that the configurational dichotomy between preverbal and
postverbal adjuncts is consistent with observations concerning the relative scope of preverbal
and postverbal adjuncts (see Bouma et al. (1998)).
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5. Adjunct Extraction

There is considerable evidence, as argued in PS-94 and extensively in Hukari
and Levine (1995), that adjuncts are involved in unbounded dependency con-
structions. Hukari and Levine point out, for instance, that adjuncts not only
occur in topicalizations and wh-questions, as in (72), but also in all other
constructions involving unbounded dependencies, such as indirect questions,
relatives, and clefts, as in (73).26

(72) a. On Tuesday, Sandy visits Leslie.

b. On Tuesday, I think it’s likely that Sandy visits Leslie.

c. How often do you think Robin sees Kim?

(73) a. Kim wondered how she could repair the sink.

b. This is the restaurant in which Kim and Sandy first ordered cous-
cous.

c. I will have lunch in whichever restaurant Leslie wants to have
lunch.

d. It was in early January that Kim and Sandy first ordered couscous
in a Middle Eastern restaurant.

Hukari and Levine (1995) further demonstrate that there is strong cross-
linguistic evidence that the initial adjuncts in examples like (72) and (73) are
part of an unbounded dependency construction (see also PS-94). Their argu-
ment rests on the observation that in all those cases where a language registers
unbounded dependencies in some way, the registration occurs consistently
with both arguments and adjuncts. This is shown for Irish below:

(74) a. Cén uair
which time j

aL
PRT

tháinig
came

siad
they

ńa bhaile
home j

‘what time did they come home’

b. Cén fáth
which reason j

arL
PRT

dhúirt
said

tú
you

aL
COMP

tháinig
came

sé
he j

‘why did you say he came’
26 This is not to say, however, that all sententence-initial adverbials involve an unbounded

dependency construction; see, for example, Foley and Van Valin (1984), who discuss a number
of relevant issues.
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These examples show that when there is a preposed adjunct interpreted within
the lower clause, the complementizer particle aL appears, signalling the pres-
ence of an unbounded dependency. Such observations indicate that attempts
to account for apparent cases of adjunct extraction by assuming that they are
in fact ‘base-generated’ and linked to their ‘extraction site’ by means of a
semantic interpretation rule, must be misguided.

Hukari and Levine (1995) and PS-94 also shed considerable doubt on
the common assumption that extraction out of adjuncts is possible only in
so-called ‘parasitic gap’ constructions by presenting examples such as the
following:

(75) a. What do you think Robin computed the answer with?

b. Who does Robin claim that Sandy sang a song for?

c. Which students is Roger capable of working totally independently
of?

d. Which people can Robin run nearly as fast as?

e. Who does Kim write letters more frequently than?

The possibility of adjunct extraction and extraction out of adjuncts follow
from the mechanisms introduced so far, without appeal to a lexical rule or any
other additional device. By incorporating adjuncts into the list of dependents
of the verb, and by defining both SLASH amalgamation and the introduction
of gap-ss elements on this level as well, we provide a uniform account for
both complement and adjunct extraction. That is, to generate examples such
as (72a) and (72b), we may assume that the lexical entry for visits allows the
instantiation shown in (76), and thus may appear in a tree like (77):

(76)
��

I-FORM visits

SUBJ : 1 � LOC NP

SLASH 2 � =
COMPS : 3 � LOC NP

SLASH 4 � =
DEPS : 1 , 3 ,

�� gap-ss

LOC 5

SLASH � 5 �
� �� =

ARG-ST � 1 , 3 �
SLASH 2 4 4 4 � 5 �

� �������������������������
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(77)
S�

SLASH ��� �
PP�

LOC 1 �
on Tuesday

S�
SLASH � 1 � �

2 NP

Sandy

VP�
SLASH � 1 � �

V��
SUBJ � 2 �
COMPS � 3 �
DEPS : 2 , 3 , � LOC 1

SLASH � 1 ��� =
SLASH � 1 �

� ���������
visits

3 NP

Leslie

The structure in (76) arises when, in addition to the arguments of the verb,
DEPS contains an adverbial element licensed by Argument Structure Exten-
sion, and this adverbial synsem is further specified as a gap-ss by Argu-
ment Realization. The SLASH value of the gap-ss is incorporated into the
SLASH value of the verb because SLASH amalgamation is defined in terms
of the DEPS list. The example thus involves three constraints applying in
conjunction with the same lexical entry.

Further evidence for relating extractibility of adjuncts to their status as
complements comes from the fact that adverbials that occur only as preverbal
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modifiers cannot be extracted. That is, the fronted elements in the examples
in (78) cannot be interpreted as VP modifiers of the lower clause.

(78) a.*Almost, I think Kim found the solution.

b.*Never did Kim claim that Sandy sang for her.

This is precisely as predicted by our unified extraction analysis: in order to
be extractable, an adverbial must be a dependent of (i.e. selected by) the verb
that is it modifies (semantically).

Examples like (79) are incorrectly predicted to be ungrammatical by most
extant theories of extraction and modification.

(79) What do you think Robin computed the answer with?

This prediction obtains because (1) the with-phrase is assumed to be adjoined
to the preceding VP and (2) this adjoined structure entails (for reasons that
vary from analysis to analysis) that extraction from the adjoined element (here
the with-phrase) is impossible.

However, unless we were to include additional constraints within our anal-
ysis, it will predict that extraction out of adjuncts, as in (79), is possible. This
prediction follows from the fact that the SLASH value of any adjuncts on DEPS

is amalgamated by the verb. So, if the the lexical head of an adjunct phrase is
slashed, this information is passed on to the verb of which it is a dependent,
as shown in (80):

(80)
VP�

SLASH � 1 � �
V�� DEPS : NP, NP, � LOC PP

SLASH � 1 �B� =
SLASH � 1 �

� ����
computed

NP

the answer

PP�� DEPS : �� gap-ss

LOC 1

SLASH � 1 �
���� =

SLASH � 1 �
� ������

with

It is also straightforward to restrict such extraction to provide a treatment of
adverbials as ‘weak islands’ (see Postal, to appear). This can be accomplished
simply by specifying that the relevant constituent’s SLASH value must be
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‘set(NP)’, which allows only NP extraction dependencies to be transmitted
across that constituent. Thus the [VP PP] structures that are standardly as-
sumed are not needed for a proper account of why NP extraction produces
‘violations’ of ‘weak island constraints’.

Another putative piece of evidence for these same adjoined structures, and
hence for a configurational distinction between arguments and adjuncts, is
the fact that there appears to be a difference in acceptability between argu-
ment and adjunct extraction in certain contexts involving, for example, factive
verbs or negation:

(81) a. What does Robin regret that Kim ate?

b.*Why does Robin regret Kim refused the offer?

c. What did you deny that John ate?

d.*How did you deny that John repaired the sink?

e. What do you doubt Sandy will like?

f.*How do you doubt Sandy will like her coffee?

g. Which soft drink don’t you think Kim likes?

h.*How don’t you think Kim likes her coffee?

However, part of the explanation for these contrasts may have to do with
special properties of the adverbs how and why and phrases containing them.
PS-94 present examples involving phrasal adverbials, such as those in (82)
below:

(82) a. When their parents are in town next week, I doubt that the twins
will attend any lectures.

b. During my term as University President, I deny there were any
illegitimate appropriations of government money.

These are indisputable examples of extraction out of the putative island con-
texts. Hence these configurations cannot simply be declared islands for ad-
junct extraction.27

Another familiar observation that casts doubt on any solely configurational
account of the examples in (81) is the fact that in these contexts adverbs which
are uncontroversially subcategorized for appear to exhibit exactly the same
behavior as modifying adverbs:

27 Given recent psycholinguistic research, e.g. that of Kluender (1998), it may in fact be the
case that many island phenomena thought to be the consequence of grammatical constraints
can be explained in terms of processing factors.
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(83) a.*How don’t you think John behaved?

b.*How did Kim doubt Sandy worded the letter?

c.*How well did Lee not think Sandy treated the animals?

On the other hand, the general strategy adopted here is compatible with a se-
mantic account of this phenomenon, such as has been proposed by Szabolcsi
and Zwarts (1993). Indeed, by making SLASH amalgamation head-driven, it
seems that we provide the correct setting for a theory which imposes semantic
constraints, associated with particular lexical items, on the elements within
the value of SLASH.

Finally, there is one more significant respect in which our analysis makes
different predictions from accounts based on the traditional notion of adjuncts
as modifiers. Consider the following Chamorro example:

(84) Taimänu
how

malago’mu
WH[OBL].want

pära
FUT

areklanña
WH[OBL].fix

si Pedro
Pedro

ni
OBL

kareta
car

‘How do you want Pedro to fix the car?’

The embedded verb areklanña ‘fix’ bears morphology registering the fact that
the manner adverb taimänu ‘how’ is extracted. Under the traditional analysis,
which would assign this example the structure in (85), the verb has no access
to the adverbial trace without otherwise unmotivated machinery of some kind:

(85)
S�

SLASH 1 �
S�

SLASH ??�
V�

SLASH ??�
areklanña

NP

si Pedro

NP

ni kareta

ADV�
SLASH 1 �

However, if manner adverbs are dependents of the verb, the agreement in
(83) follows directly from the account of wh agreement presented in section
3. Adverbial wh agreement parallels that of complements, involving lexical
specifications like the following:
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(86)
�� I-FORM areklanña

DEPS : NP , NP , � LOC ADV

SLASH neset � =
� ����

Our lexicalized approach to adjunct extraction provides a natural account,
we believe, of the known facts about extraction in Chamorro and other lan-
guages which register adjunct extraction lexically and hence present a serious
challenge to previous GPSG and HPSG accounts that rely on traces and the
traditional distinction between complements and adjuncts.

6. Subject Extraction

Subject extraction has played an important role in the literature on unbounded
dependencies. Of particular theoretical importance has been the interaction of
subject extraction with the choice (or absence) of complementizer in English
and French.

6.1. ENGLISH

As noted in the introduction, earlier work in GPSG/HPSG proposed a non-
uniform gapless account of subject extraction. Matrix subject extraction like
that in (87) was not treated as extraction at all, but rather as a simple sentential
structure containing NP and VP.

(87) Who visits Alcatraz?

PS-94’s account of the extraction of embedded subjects relies on the follow-
ing Subject-Extraction Lexical Rule:28

(88) Subject Extraction Lexical Rule (SELR)�� word

COMPS . . . 1 S

�
fin,unm� 2 . . .

SLASH �J�
� ���� ��

�� COMPS . . . : VP

�� fin

SUBJ * LOC 3

SLASH �
�
� �� = . . .

SLASH � 3 �
� ������

This rule produces a new lexical entry for every word whose basic entry
selects for an unmarked, finite S complement. For example, (89a) would be
mapped to (89b):

28 This is essentially a recasting of the ‘Finite VP Metarule’ proposed originally by Gazdar
(1981).
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(89) a. �� I-FORM think

COMPS � S �
SLASH �H�

� �� b. �� I-FORM think

COMPS 1 VP

�
SUBJ * LOC 1 ��2

SLASH � 1 �
������

Lexical entries like (89b) then combine directly with an unslashed VP com-
plement, giving rise to structures like (90):

(90) VP�
SLASH � 1 � �

V�
SLASH � 1 � �

think

VP�� SUBJ 1 � LOC 1 ��2
SLASH �
�

� ��
visits Alcatraz

Because the SELR applies only to those elements that COMPS-select an un-
marked S complement, there is no way in this analysis to derive so called
‘that-trace violations’ like (91).

(91)*Who do you think that visits Alcatraz?

The problem we noted with this analysis, apart from its lack of uniformity,
is that it does not treat extracted subject arguments as gaps. As far as we are
aware, there is no phenomenon in English that ‘registers’ the presence of an
extraction dependency, and hence no phenomenon that would speak directly
against this aspect of the PS-94 analysis. Nonetheless, despite this lack of
direct evidence, the cross-linguistic evidence is highly telling. As Hukari and
Levine (1996a, 1996b) have repeatedly emphasized (and as noted above), the
fact that missing subjects are treated on a par with other extracted elements
in all known SLASH-sensitive phenomena suggests that the subject of visits
in (87) and (90) should be analyzed as an argument of type gap-ss.

The constraint-based analysis of extraction presented in section 3 allows
subject arguments to be realized as gap-ss elements, and thus offers an inter-
esting alternative to the account of PS-94—one which does not need to posit
lexical rules or new types of grammatical constructions and which treats all
verbs whose dependents are extracted uniformly.

To see this, consider the constraints we have imposed on verbs: these
guarantee that verbs always have one element on their SUBJ list and that the
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verb’s SLASH value is the union of the SLASH values of the verb’s dependents.
Argument Realization requires that the first element of a verb’s DEPS list
always be the subject, but nothing prevents this element from being of type
gap-ss. That is, (92b) is completely consistent with the lexemic information
in (92a) and all of the constraints introduced in the previous sections:

(92) a. � ROOT visit

ARG-ST � NP, NP � �
b. ��

word

I-FORM visits

SUBJ : 2

�� gap-ss

LOC 1 NP[nom]3sg
SLASH � 1 �

� ��� =
COMPS � 3 NP[acc] �
DEPS � 2 , 3 �
ARG-ST � 2 , 3 �
SLASH � 1 �

� �������������������
We follow Ginzburg and Sag (to appear) in treating all the subject extrac-

tions in (93) in terms of the type head-filler-phrase.

(93) a. Who left?

b. The person [who left]. . .

That is, unlike under previous PSG treatments, these clauses are not treated
as instances of head-subject-phrase. This analysis provides an immediate ac-
count of the fact, again first noted by Hukari and Levine (1996a, 1996b), that
languages that register extraction indicate unambiguously that such clauses
are instances of true extraction.

Furthermore, if a verb like think selects not for a saturated complement,
but rather for one that is simply finite and proposition-denoting,29 then a
phrase like visits Alcatraz will be a possible complement of think. The SLASH

value of visits will thus be passed up and amalgamated into the SLASH value
of think, which will pass it up to the mother of the phrase think visits Alcatraz,
as shown in (94):

29 For detailed exposition of a theory that guarantees that proposition-denoting VPs must
have a noncanon synsem element (e.g. a gap-ss) on their SUBJ list, see Ginzburg and Sag (to
appear).
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(94)
VP�

SLASH � 1 � �
V�� COMPS ^ 2 _

SLASH � 1 � ��
think

‘S’

2 � SUBJ � 3 �
SLASH � 1 � �

VP� SUBJ � 3 �
SLASH � 1 � �

V�� SUBJ : 3

�� gap-ss

LOC 1

SLASH � 1 �
� �� =

SLASH � 1 �
� ������

visits

NP

Alcatraz

That-trace violations like (91) can now be ruled out as a simple matter of lo-
cal subcategorization. If complementizers are markers selecting a [SUBJ `.a ]
sentential complement through their SPEC features, as shown in (95), then
there will be no way for a structure like (93) to cooccur with that:30

30 The following contrast, cited by Kayne (1984, 3), can also be analyzed in this way:

(i) The only person who it’s not essential she talk to is Bill.

(ii) *The only person who it’s not essential talk to her is Bill.

Apparently, the adjective essential, like the complementizers that, whether and if, selects for
a [SUBJ b>c ] sentential complement.
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(95)
��
ROOT that

HEAD

�� SPEC

�� HEAD v

SUBJ � �
COMPS � �

� �� �����
� ������

Alternatively, the same result can be achieved by treating complementizers
as (CP-projecting) heads that select for a [SUBJ `da ] complement. In either
case, the problem isolated by Hukari and Levine—that subjectless verbs in
extraction constructions register extraction like other verbs—is neatly solved:
in our analysis, all verbs whose subject is extracted bear a non-empty SLASH

value, and hence are appropriately distinguished from verbs that are not part
of an extraction dependency.

The analysis we have sketched here may also provide an account of the
‘adverb amelioration’ effect discussed by Culicover (1993) (among others).
As Bresnan (1977) first observed, examples like (96) are apparently gram-
matical, despite being that-trace violations:

(96) This is the kind of person who I doubt that, under normal circum-
stances, would have anything to do with such a scheme.

Assuming that such examples are to be treated as grammatical,31 they are
instances of adverb ‘fronting’ in the embedded clause. That is, in each case
the emedded clause is an instance of head-filler-phrase (see (23) above). One
constraint on such phrases is that they must be [SUBJ `ea ]. If we assume this
remains true, even if the head daughter’s subject is extracted,32 then examples
like (96) thus have a structure like (97).

31 A residual worry is the decreased acceptability of examples like the following:

(i)??This is the kind of person who I doubt that last year had anything to do with such a
scheme.

(ii)??Who do you think that happily visited museums?

(iii) *Which people at the conference did they think that in Paris visited museums?

32 This assumption may in turn require a reformulation of the constraints on the type head-
filler-phrase in (23) above, so as to explicitly allow the head daughter’s SUBJ value to be
singleton or empty.
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(97)
VP�� SLASH � 0 �

SUBJ � 2 �
COMPS � �

� ��
V��

SLASH � 0 �
SUBJ � 2 �
COMPS � 3 �
ARG-ST ^ 2 , 3 _

� ������
doubt

3 S� SUBJ � �
SLASH � 0 � �

C� SPEC 4

SLASH � 0 � �
that

4 S� SLASH � 0 �
SUBJ � � �

ADV�
LOC 5 �

under normal circumstances

‘S’��
SLASH � 0 , 5 �
SUBJ : 1

�� gap-ss

LOC 0

SLASH � 0 �
���� =

COMPS � �
� ���������

would have anything to do ...

Because the embedded sentential structure is a head-filler-phrase, it follows
that it must be [SUBJ `fa ] and hence it is a suitable complement of the com-
plementizer that.33

33 Subject extraction from embedded clauses is not always possible, of course. Non-nested
(‘crossing’) extraction dependencies like the one in (96) are allowed only under certain cir-
cumstances in English. As contrasts like the following suggest (see Fodor, 1978), the relevant
factor may be whether the two fillers are of the same grammatical category (e.g. NP vs. PP).

(i) Which TV showi did you wonder how often j I saw i j?
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6.2. FRENCH

French exhibits a much-discussed contrast of complementizers that in certain
respects mirrors the that-trace facts discussed in the previous section. The
complementizer que is the rough equivalent of English that. The complemen-
tizer qui is not in general available as an alternative:

(98) Tu
you

a dit
said

que/*qui
that

cet
that

homme
man

est
is

heureux.
happy

‘You said that this man is happy.’

Yet neither que nor its prevocalic alternant qu’ can combine with a clause
whose subject is extracted.

(99)*L’homme
the-man

que
that

tu
you

a dit
said

que/qu’
that

est
is

heureux. . .
happy. . .

‘the man that you said is happy. . . ’

In this case, the complementizer qui must be used:

(100) L’homme que tu a dit qui est heureux. . .
‘the man that you said that is happy. . . ’

These contrasts receive a simple treatment in the analysis we have devel-
oped. Que, like English that, selects a phrase that is [SUBJ `da ]. In contrast
qui selects a phrase that is [SUBJ ` gap-ss a ]. It follows that the two forms
are in complementary distribution. The key to the analysis is making the
information about subject extraction locally accessible on the phrase selected
by the complementizer.

6.3. PARASITIC GAPS

Because our analysis of SLASH values utilizes a lexical constraint defined in
terms of familiar set union, it preserves the essentials of the PS-94 analysis of
parasitic gaps.34 That is, sentences like (101) are allowed because the subject
and object dependents of the verb shot in (101a) and the object and adjunct
dependent in (101b) may bear identical nonempty SLASH specifications:

(101) a. That was the rebel leader who [rivals of ] shot .

(ii) *Which TV showi did you wonder how many students j I explained i to j?

34 The PS-94 analysis, which puts parasitic gaps on a par with nonparasitic gaps, runs
counter to the claims made by Cinque (1990) and Postal (1994, 1998), who argue that parasitic
gaps are pronominal in nature and are merely coindexed with other gaps. For a critique of this
claim, see Calcagno et al. (1999).
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b. Those boring old reports, Kim filed [without reading ].

Since SLASH amalgamation is defined in terms of set union, the verb shot,
when selecting for a gap-ss object as well as an incomplete subject, may
nevertheless have a SLASH value consisting of a single element:

(102)
��
I-FORM shot

SUBJ � 1 �
COMPS � �
DEPS : 1 � LOC NP

SLASH � 2 ��� ,

�� gap-ss

LOC 2 NP

SLASH � 2 �
� �� =

SLASH � 2 � 4 � 2 � ( = � 2 � )

� ��������������
These predictions of this analysis are essentially correct, though numer-

ous orthogonal factors, many of which we believe to be extragrammatical in
nature, interact to degrade the acceptability of such sentences:

(103) a. Here is the couple that someone in our group sent [photos of ]
to [relatives of ].

b. Those boring old reports, Kim filed [without reading ].

Furthermore, our analysis of English subject extraction solves a prob-
lem for the SELR analysis of PS-94 that was noticed by Hukari and Levine
(1996a). Some constraint like the Subject Condition in (105) must be added
if one insists (as PS-94 do) on blocking extractions like (104), whose accept-
ability status is unclear to us (Engdahl, 1983).

(104) (?)That is the only visiting dignitary that they thought my talking to
would be inappropriate.

(105) Subject Condition:
A slashed subject must outrank another slashed argument.

Hukari and Levine point out, however, that subject gaps are possible in ex-
amples like (106).

(106) Robin is someone who even [NP friends of ] believe [VP should be
closely watched].

On the SELR analysis, the bracketed VP in (106) is not slashed. Thus there
is no second slashed element on the ARG-ST of believe that can license its
slashed subject.
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On the other hand, the acceptability of (106) follows directly from the
analysis presented here. The VP complement of believe, like the VP comple-
ment of think in (94), has a nonempty SLASH value on our analysis; hence
the Subject Condition will license the slashed subject of believe. Hukari and
Levine’s central point, that the SELR analysis of subject gaps was misguided,
is therefore in agreement with the proposals made here.

7. Conclusion

The SLASH-based analysis of long-distance dependency constructions pio-
neered by Gazdar (1981) has proven to be highly resilient. The HPSG version
of this analysis presented in chapter 4 of PS-94 replaces some of the mech-
anisms of the original theory by principles that are more readily compatible
with modern feature-based approaches to grammar, but does not change the
essentials of the original proposal. The ultimate version of their analysis,
however, presented in the final chapter of that book and explored further in
Sag and Fodor (1994) and Sag (1997), does deviate from earlier proposals
by locating much of the theory of unbounded dependencies in the lexicon.
While the elimination of traces, which provides part of the motivation for
this innovation, may appeal to many linguists, it remained to be shown that
the traceless account of extraction is indeed a solid alternative to trace-based
accounts.

In particular, previous traceless theories of extraction had two main weak-
nesses. First, traces were eliminated only at the cost of introducing one or
more lexical rules, the status of which has raised considerable controversy.
Second, as Hukari and Levine (1996a) point out, previous traceless accounts
failed to provide a uniform treatment of the full range of data. In the HPSG
architecture of PS-94, complements and subjects are represented by two dif-
ferent valence features, and adjuncts and arguments are selected by widely
different mechanisms. Previous lexicalist and traceless approaches thus failed
to provide a simple, unifying account of extraction phenomena.

The theory of extraction we have presented here shows that the initial neg-
ative assessment of traceless extraction analyses is ultimately incorrect. Ar-
gument Realization, a single constraint on words, accounts for complement,
subject, and adjunct extraction. Obviously, this constraint-based approach
to extraction remedies the first problem (the controversial status of lexical
rules for extraction) as well by completely eliminating lexical rules from
the grammar of extraction. Finally, the important crosslinguistic observations
made by Hukari and Levine about the systematic registration of extraction
dependencies in adverbial and subject extraction are properly accounted for
in our analysis—for the first time, we believe, in any research tradition.
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